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"Harley is a ticking time bomb, ready to detonate with uncontrollable magic. The only solution? Find the Voodoo Queen of New Orleans, make some risky deals, and balance the
Light and Darkness within her--before she's torn apart, atom by atom."-????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Sitges???????????????????????????????????????40??
?????? http://goo.gl/d0XOCv ??????2010?10?1????? http://goo.gl/T0XIoa
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???2010?10?1???????????
?2010????????Fantastic Fest????? ?2010??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ??????? ????????? ?????? ????????????
?????????????????? ?????????????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ????
Welcome to the 5th book of The Shade series... "Of course you know waho I am. I'm a daughter of the darkness just as surely as you are his son..." Ever since his brief
encounter with Emilia at The Shade, Derek's thoughts and dreams have been haunted with images of the mysterious, beautiful brunette. Plagued with guilt, he struggles to
understand why he is so drawn to this dark stranger from his past. When Emilia suddenly appears again on the island, Derek is both terrified and intrigued. But this time, he is
determined to involve Sofia and discover who this woman is. If only Derek and Sofia knew, Emilia is a mystery that should be left undiscovered...
A vampire thief on the run. A tracker determined to catch her. A love not even fate saw coming. Vampire lore meets ancient Greek mythology in this action-packed paranormal
romance perfect for fans of Shadowhunters, Fallen, and A Shade of Vampire! All vampire thief Pandora Scott wants to do is put her old life behind her. That's a lot easier said
than done when a supernaturally enhanced tracker, who also happens to be her ex-boyfriend, is determined to hunt her down. After four years of running, she's finally been
caught--and that's not even the worst part. When her latest heist goes south, the head vampire of New York lays a price on her head for snatching a prized-possession from his
personal vault. Now she has two choices--rely on Jax, the boy who broke her heart, or accept help from Sam, a mysterious vampire who knows more than he's letting on.
Naturally, she goes with secret option number three--run like hell. But this time, escape won't be so easy. Because even a super-speedy vampire with the ability to disappear
can't outrun her own destiny... MIDNIGHT ICE is a modern retelling of the Pandora myth in a paranormal world filled with vampires, slayers, were-creatures, angels, titans, and
more! Scroll up and click buy now to begin a series that will suck you in and leave you wanting more! Rave Reviews for MIDNIGHT ICE! "A snarky, action-packed, and
entertaining read!" - Betwixt the Pages "I am in love with Pandora, she is badass!" - E.A. Walsh "Exciting, suspenseful and full of intrigue." - Jodi Hunter "A must-read for anybody
that is a huge fan of original vampire stories!" - Brandy "5 stars for this supernatural read that I couldn't put down!" - The Thought Spot "This series has been the highlight of my
year." - Lilly's Book World "Holy crap that was awesome!!" - Loves Great Reads "Twist after twist that keeps you glued to the pages." - Nancy Allen Keywords: Teen & Young
Adult, Paranormal Romance, Romance, Paranormal, Vampires, Angels, Love, Action & Adventure, Magic, Fantasy, Mythology, Titans, Greek Gods, Roman Gods, Shapeshifters
A Shade of Vampire 60A Voyage of FoundersCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
"Because one can't simply fire a Novak..." Prepare to be sucked back in to the breathtaking new world of The Shade!
The highly anticipated second book of the Spellshadow series "We walk in dreams," the Head had said. "It was only a matter of time before a nightmare followed us back."
"Kingstone Keep. Falleaf House. Stillwater House. Spellshadow Manor. Seek these places, and do not leave them. Cower within their walls..." Alex doesn't have all the answers
yet, but he and his friends are running out of time. With Aamir's new position as a professor, they hoped he might be able to help them make a breakthrough in uncovering the
Manor and its Head's secret, but it soon becomes terrifyingly clear that Aamir's situation is anything but advantageous... As rules begin tightening around Alex like a noose to his
neck, he is forced to rely on his own strengths more and more -- and when events at Spellshadow take a truly shocking turn, it will take all that he has not to break... Prepare for a
hair-raising ride. Order now.
Simplified Chinese edition of Midnight Sun
SECRETS LURK IN THE DARKEST CORNERS... The longer Hazel and her fellow Shadians stay in Nevertide, the more of a mystery the hidden land becomes to them - and when events within Hellswan
take a more sinister, disturbing turn, it's becoming harder to know who to trust. All Hazel does know is that danger is closing in, just like the shadows that lurk in every corner of the castle - and within the heart
of her new king... Return to the lives of the Novaks. Buy now!
How does one become an all-powerful Child of Chaos? That's what Harley desperately needs to find out before her unhinged aunt raises the death toll. All she knows for sure is that magical kids are missing,
and they somehow fit into Katherine Shipton's grand scheme. Now that Harley is an official member of the San Diego Coven, she feels more responsible than ever for its protection--and that of the magical
world. But she's got a whole lot more on her plate than that. There's a traitor lurking within the Coven. She still yearns to know the secrets contained within her parents' Grimoire. And there's also the fact that
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she might actually have feelings for a certain stubborn, green-eyed dude... All the while, Santana faces her own demons, with a magical Purge building within her and a crush on a boy with a dark side, one
that might just lead them to real answers. Continue the journey. Buy now *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts.*
??BBC????????????? ???????????? ?? ????? ????????? ?? ??????? 2018 ?????? ??????? ??????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????……??????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ?????????????? ?????????? ????????????
????????????? ??????????????? ?????????? ??????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
……?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????2017???? ???????American Gods???? ???????Anansi Boys????
??????Neverwhere???? ?????Stardust???? ???????Norse Mythology???? ??????Good Omens???? ??????????The View from the Cheap Seats?2018?1? ???? ??????Neil Gaiman?
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????80????????????Sandman???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????www.neilgaiman.co
??????https://www.facebook.com/neilgaiman/ ???https://twitter.com/neilhimself IG???neilhimself ???????Terry Pratchett?
??????????????????????????????65??????29???????????5500?????????????????????•???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????https://www.terrypratchettbooks.com/ ??????https://www.facebook.com/pratchett ???? ??? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????miataiwan0815.blogspot.tw
With over 6 million copies sold in the series and more than 20,550 worldwide 5-star reviews, A Shade of Vampire will transport fans of Twilight, The Mortal Instruments and The Vampire Diaries to a world
unlike any other... On the evening of Sofia Claremont's seventeenth birthday, she is sucked into a nightmare from which she cannot wake. A quiet evening walk along a beach brings her face to face with a
dangerous pale creature that craves much more than her blood. She is kidnapped to The Shade, an enchanted island where the sun is eternally forbidden to shine - an island uncharted by any map and ruled
by the most powerful vampire coven on the planet. She wakes here as a slave, a captive in chains. Sofia's life takes a thrilling and terrifying turn when she is selected out of hundreds of girls to take up
residence in the tree-top harem of Derek Novak, the dark royal prince. Despite his addiction to power and obsessive thirst for her blood, Sofia soon realizes that the safest place on the island is within his
quarters, and she must do all within her power to win him over if she is to survive even one more night. Will she succeed? Or is she destined to the same fate that all other girls have met at the hands of the
Novaks? Buy now to find out... "I challenge you to read this book and not love it." - Get Lost In Fiction ????? "A new spin on a crowded genre. Unique, passionate, thrilling." - Faerie Tale Books ????? ..."an
utterly enthralling, highly exciting and beautifully sensitive story. Five stars and a standing ovation." - Books For Tomorrow ????? _________________________________________ Note: Derek Novak and
Sofia Claremont's story is only a 7 book series. It completes in Book 7: A Break of Day, and the characters embark on entirely new adventures from Book 8: A Shade of Novak.
Return to The Shade and reunite with your favorite characters in a brand new heart-pounding adventure! A Dawn of Guardians is the start of "Season 5," a thrilling new storyline. New romance to fall in love
with. New mysteries to unravel. A new journey to lose yourself in... Your Shade family is waiting for you! Buy now.
Children's Fiction
Book 2 of the multi-million bestselling A Shade of Vampire series. "A Shade of Blood is a completely captivating sequel to A Shade of Vampire." - City Of Books ????? Having been delighted by the bestselling
debut, A Shade of Vampire, readers are begging for more. In A Shade of Blood, Bella Forrest transports you deeper into a unique, enthralling and beautifully sensitive story. Prepare to be lost in its pages...
Note: Derek Novak and Sofia Claremont's story is only a 7 book series. It completes in Book 7: A Break of Day, and the characters embark on entirely new adventures from Book 8: A Shade of Novak.
"A new journey begins--welcome to book 1 of season 8"--Back cover.

TWILIGHT MEETS ALADDIN in this hot new fantasy series by USA Today bestselling author Michelle Madow!He's a vampire prince. She's a human blood slave. They should be enemies...
but uniting might be their only hope to prevent a supernatural war.Annika never thought of herself as weak--until the day vampires murdered her parents and kidnapped her from our world to
the hidden vampire kingdom of the Vale.As a brand new blood slave, Annika must learn to survive her dangerous new circumstances... or face imminent death from the monstrous wolves
prowling outside the Vale's enchanted walls. But not all in the kingdom is as it appears, and when a handsome vampire disguised as a human steps into her life, Annika discovers that falling
for the enemy is sometimes too tempting to resist.Especially when becoming a vampire might be her only chance to gain the strength she needs to escape the Vale. Enter the magical world of
the Vale in The Vampire Wish, the first book in an addictive new series that fans of The Vampire Diaries and A Shade of Vampire will love!
?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ??????????500???40????????…… 2005??????????????????????? 2005? BookSense ???? 2005???????????? ?????
??????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????? ????????????????? ????????????????? ???????????????????
??????????????? Barns & Noble????????? NCIBA????????? BookSense????????? ??????????????? ??????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????1930?????????????????????????16??????1972??????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????1476?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????1930?1970?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????600??????????????????????????????????????
This is book 5. It's a long one at 84,000 words. The dreaded night, of the first full moon in January, has finally arrived. Will Taylor survive when evil threatens to destroy her life forever? Taylor
relocates back to Big Bear Lake not trusting the people who signed a treaty to keep her safe. Being with her family and friends is wonderful, but knowing that she is a sacrifice is beyond
unsettling. Tired of everyone trying to control her fate, Taylor fights to gain control. Tabby and her friends hunt for a way to stop the impending ceremony. At the same time, they dig for clues
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into the mauling of tourists. Relations are on shaky grounds between the witches, werewolves, and vampires, and Taylor tries to keep a war from breaking out. When secrets are exposed and
traitorous alliances are revealed, Taylor is thrown into a deep web. (A Paranormal, Vampire Romance) Fans of Amanda Hocking, Richelle Mead, Stephenie Meyer, Bella Forrest, L.J. Smith
will love this young adult paranormal romance series by Chrissy Peebles. From bestselling author Chrissy Peebles comes a paranormal romance, dark fantasy, and urban fantasy perfect for
fans of Twilight, The Vampire Diaries, The Originals, and A Shade of Vampire. keywords: vampires, vampire series, supernatural, paranormal, coming of age, genetic engineering, science
fiction, mash ups, free book, vampires, free vampire books, free books vampires, free science fiction books vampire, vampire books free, romance, werewolf, fantasy, horror, mystery, new
adult & college romance, occult, urban, young adult fantasy, paranormal, paranormal romance, fantasy witches, shapeshifter wolf romance, dystopian, superhero fantasy ebooks, demon,
werewolf romance, angels, keywords: vampires, free book, vampire series, supernatural, paranormal, coming of age fantasy, science fiction , mash ups , bad girlfriend , vampire girl , bullied,
vampire vengeance, anti-heroes, vengeance , free vampire books , free books vampires , free science fiction books , free mash up book , free fantasy book , free supernatural books , free
paranormal books , strong female lead fantasy , strong female characters , strong female vampire vampire romance, young adult paranormal, paranormal new, adult romance, werewolf
romance, vampires, demons and devils, shapeshifter wolf romance, horror, new adult fantasy romance, coming of age, new adult, young adult, gothic, free books, free, free vampire books,
free vampire romance books, free vampire and werewolf books, free werewolf books, free fantasy books, young adults, young adults free books, lycan, vamps, dark fantasy, paranormal
romance, The Vampire & Werewolf Chronicles
2011?????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????40????? ????????????SCIBA?????? ?????2011????? ????????????????Parade????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
What if the Elders were not the beginning? Amal and Amane have discovered something remarkable: the location of the protein which allows Derek to walk in the sun, even as a vampire.
Along with Tristan and Esme Vaughn, the grown-up grandchildren of Anna and Kyle, Derek and Sofia set out to learn more about the world from which the protein originates - and, most
importantly, its residents. On arrival, however, they encounter a new, yet mysteriously familiar species...one which may predate even the oldest vampire or Mara - and lead them to question
everything they thought they knew. Welcome to Book 1 of Season 10. Buy now! *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts*
?????????????????????????——??????????——???????, ????????????????????????????????, ????????????????????????????????????????????,
??????????????????????——?????????????????????——?????????, ?????????, ?????????????????????????????.
Only a few hours ago it had been New Year's night in Beggar's Hole. Nell's biggest problem had been being forced to attend a going-away party thrown by her former best friend, Michelle
Ballinger. And now here she is in the clutches of the territying dragon Lethe. Was Theon mistaken all along about his chosen mate? How could it be when he felt so deeply in his heart that she
had been the one?
Lies run deep in this mysterious new world... Return to The Shade in A Web of Lies!

Million-bestselling author Bella Forrest returns with an all-new vampire romance! Prepare for a unique spin on the lore you love - and an adventure that is as thrilling as it is
unexpected.
A dark and mysterious paranormal romance series! A young woman with a secret. A man with a death sentence. And a terrible fate that threatens to destroy them both ... When I
was invited to the secretive castle DuMoir, I knew I'd end up dead. The guests might be excited by the exclusive tour around the estate, and the ending ball that concludes it, but I
know better. The castle's inhabitants are vampires. And they want our blood. I must find a way to survive their feast, because I'm not here as a clueless visitor. I'm here for a
reason. Undercover work can be hard, but I've been through worse. That is until I unwillingly become a blood slave to Drake, a mysterious, brooding vampire prince. Tragedy
strikes the castle and chaos arise. Despite the new dangers surrounding us, I soon find out there's more to Drake than he lets on, and feelings I'm not supposed to have stir in my
chest. But I can't afford any distractions or everything will be lost. After all, I'm hiding a secret-a dark secret that might save us all ... or doom us forever. A thrilling and bloody
paranormal romance series, Rite World: Rite of the Vampire is a stunning new adult fantasy tale featuring a dark and mysterious vampire prince and a strong heroine. Fans of A
Shade of Vampire by Bella Forrest and The Vampire Diaries will become addicted to this series! 17+ Includes: The Vampire Heir (Rite of the Vampire Book 1) The Witch Queen
(Rite of the Vampire Book 2) The Immortal Vow (Rite of the Vampire Book 3) => Rite World: Rite of the Warlock, spin off of Rite of the Vampire, is out now! Book 4: The Warlock
Lord Book 5: The Wolf Consort Book 6: The Crystal Rose
A witch with a deadly task. A vampire trying to save his coven. And a terrible challenge that will drive them apart... Thea When Drake left me behind, I tried to follow him back into
danger. But before I could, Princess Morda of the Silverblood found me. Now I'm back at my coven, viewed as a hero for succeeding in my suicide mission. Our enemies have
grown restless, and since my coven is the only one without a Queen, we've become targets. But Morda has a sadistic plan... one I'm forced to be a part of. Drake I'm trying to
change the supernatural world. But change doesn't come without a hard fight. I'm struggling with the loss of my true love and suffering from grief beyond imagining. Yet I have no
time to be weak. Traitors are around every corner, and if I make one wrong mistake, it'll be my last. A war is coming. Thea and I both have key parts to play... if we survive. An
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exhilarating and dark paranormal romance novel, The Witch Queen is a dazzling new adult fantasy featuring an enigmatic vampire prince and a resilient witch. Fans of A Shade
of Vampire by Bella Forrest and The Vampire Diaries will become addicted to this series! 17+ Rite World: The Vampire Heir (Book 1 - Rite of the Vampire 1) The Witch Queen
(Book 2 - Rite of the Vampire 2) The Immortal Vow (Book 3 - Rite of the Vampire 3) The Warlock Lord (Book 4 - Rite of the Warlock 1) The Wolf Consort (Book 5 - Rite of the
Warlock 2) The Crystal Rose (Book 6 - Rite of the Warlock 3) The Wolf Forsaken (Book 7 - Rite of the Wolf 1) The Fae Bound (Book 8 - Rite of the Wolf 2) The Blood Pact (Book
9 - Rite of the Wolf 3)
??????????????????? ????????????????……?????????•??????????? ?????????????????????????????? ???????Netflix??????????????????? ???????????????????????Th
Verge???? ??????????????????????????????? ??????Goodreads????????????????????? ???????????????CNET?????????……???? ??????????? ?????????????
??????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ? ????? ????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????vs.??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ??????? Blake Crouch ???????????????????????????????? 1978 ???????????????2000 ???????????????????????????? 04?05
??????????????????????????????????????2015??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Good Behavio
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Netflix?????????????????
????? ?? ??? ?????????????????????????????????????????S.??????????????????????????????????????????????????
Welcome to Book 3 of Season 9... The fire Hermessi of Cerix is dying, and the planet is growing cold. Inalia is expected to take over Brann's place, but she doesn't know how to
do it or what it entails. All she knows is millions of lives are at stake, and time is running out. Meanwhile, the fae are falling ill under the Hermessi's strange new influence. The link
between their bodies and souls will soon break, leaving them exposed for the Hermessi to do with as they please. Then, there's a surprise encounter with a most unexpected
creature, one who hails from a world with which our Shadian heroes have had only the occasional brush... but one who could potentially lead them to real answers. Order now to
continue the journey... *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts*
A new hero will rise... From the ruins of the final battle, a new hero has emerged. A hero who will take The Shade into unchartered territories. Who will usher in a new world
order, in which no predator may ever be safe again. And who will experience and learn to love, like no man has ever done before... Book your ticket back to The Shade. Preorder A Wind of Change now! Releases August 30 2015.
????
A queen facing death. A vampire prince racing against time. And a battle that'll bring the end of it all... Thea When Drake and I arrived at our new home, I could pretend the
horrors we'd experienced had all been a nightmare. We were safe, happy--and together. But it was all a temporary dream. Now I'm dying from an incurable curse, and if Drake
can't find a way to save me, we'll be apart forever. I just hope I die after we win this war. Drake I lost Thea once. I won't lose her again. To be truly free of the past, we need to
fight back. We need to face the vampires, the witches, the werewolves, and we need to win. But to win, I have to gain allies. That means making promises I don't know if I can
keep, and bargains that might destroy the supernatural community forever. Thea's life is on the line. After this, the magical world will never be the same. An exciting and
mysterious paranormal romance novel, The Immortal Vow is an exquisite new adult fantasy featuring a brooding vampire prince and a spirited witch queen. Fans of A Shade of
Vampire by Bella Forrest and The Vampire Diaries will become addicted to this series! 17+ Rite World: The Vampire Heir (Book 1 - Rite of the Vampire 1) The Witch Queen
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(Book 2 - Rite of the Vampire 2) The Immortal Vow (Book 3 - Rite of the Vampire 3) The Warlock Lord (Book 4 - Rite of the Warlock 1) The Wolf Consort (Book 5 - Rite of the
Warlock 2) The Crystal Rose (Book 6 - Rite of the Warlock 3) The Wolf Forsaken (Book 7 - Rite of the Wolf 1) The Fae Bound (Book 8 - Rite of the Wolf 2) The Blood Pact (Book
9 - Rite of the Wolf 3)

????????18???????? ?1??30?????3???????3?? ????????????????????????3? ????????????Vintage????7????????? ???????1.4????????? ????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
??????????????? ???????????? ??????????????????…… ???????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????…… ???????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
Traditional Chinese edition of Hush, Huah. This intriguing story of a teen who is attracted by her lab partner, but also disturbed by him. He turns out to be a fallen angel who was the child angel of a human
and angel. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
A new era has dawned for the Novak clan. An era in which The Shade has become such a fortress that threats to the island are no longer possible. They have become protectors; fighters, warriors, every one
a hero. Witness the Novaks in all their strength and in all their glory. In all their love and all their friendship. Embark on a breathtaking new journey with an exhilarating fresh romance, while reuniting with all
your favorite characters and meeting exciting new ones. A Clan of Novaks is the beginning of a BRAND NEW adventure that will have you swooning, gushing, and clinging to the edge of your seat!
????????????·????????“??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????”????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????“????”?“????”???????????????????????????????·?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
A young woman with a secret. A vampire with a death sentence. And a terrible fate that will destroy them both... Thea When I was invited to Castle DuMoir, I knew I'd end up dead. The guests might be
excited by the exclusive ball inside the estate, but I know better. The castle's inhabitants are vampires, and they want our blood. Undercover work is dangerous, but I've been through worse. That is, until I
unwillingly become a blood slave to Drake, the brooding vampire prince. Desire begins to stir, but I can't afford distractions. My dark secret will save us all... or doom the supernatural world forever. Drake I
didn't think love existed. Then I met Thea. Vampires aren't supposed to have a heart. But mine beats for her. Yet I can't protect Thea in a castle full of conspiracies and betrayal. The vampires are about to
choose the coven's new leader, and there's a murderer running loose. After everything I've done, I thought that I was the most dangerous monster in existence. I'm not even close. A thrilling paranormal
romance novel, The Vampire Heir is a new adult fantasy featuring a dark vampire prince and a strong heroine. Fans of A Shade of Vampire and The Vampire Diaries will become addicted to this new series-the first in the Rite World universe! 17+ Rite World: The Vampire Heir (Book 1 - Rite of the Vampire 1) The Witch Queen (Book 2 - Rite of the Vampire 2) The Immortal Vow (Book 3 - Rite of the Vampire 3)
The Warlock Lord (Book 4 - Rite of the Warlock 1) The Wolf Consort (Book 5 - Rite of the Warlock 2) The Crystal Rose (Book 6 - Rite of the Warlock 3) The Wolf Forsaken (Book 7 - Rite of the Wolf 1) The
Fae Bound (Book 8 - Rite of the Wolf 2) The Blood Pact (Book 9 - Rite of the Wolf 3)
The people of The Shade are no strangers to storms. But the army of black witches racing toward their shores now is a cyclone unlike any the island has weathered before. Either victory or defeat awaits the
Novaks at the end of the night... A new dawn is breaking over The Shade. Will you be there to see it? Book your ticket back. Buy now!
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